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Residency Difficult
For Those Students
With Parental Help
Saundra Lucero
Establishing New
Mexico
residency will be more difficult for
non-resident students who arc
financially dependent on their
parents.
Robert Weaver, UNM's dean of
admissions, said that previously an
out-of-state student could become a
New Mexico resident "after living
here for one year and the completion of several acts which
support the student's written
dedaration of intent to become a
permanent resident."
Bill Wcc111er

Happy Days Star Henry ("the Fonz") Winkler autographs the t·shirt of a lucky man at the end of the
3rd Annual Happy Days Softball Classic where members of that TV show play the Media Allstars in
a benefit for retarded children yesterday at Duke Stadium.

"Such acts include registering to
vote in New Mexico, establishing a
local bank account and securing a
New Mexico driver's license," he
said.
Weaver

said

now

before

a

Educational Foundation ~opes To Make
Loan Progran1 More Self~Supporting
over the student loan program, he
said.
While the foundation has
Some state officials are trying to
estimated the need for student loans
make the state's student loan
Hartke said the foundation this fiscal year at about $20 million,
program at least partially selfsufficient and not dependent on should know by sometime next only SJ 5 million Will be provided
appropriations from the New month whether it will get the loan.
from the Severance Tax Permanem
Mexico Legislature, the state
Sarah Branch, foundation vice Fund, Hartke said.
treasurer said Friday.
president, said Friday that the
Hartke said that part of the loan
foundation was set up by the 1981 the foundation is negotiating may
Treasurer Jan Hartke told the
Legislature to eventually provide the other $5 million
Lobo in an interview that officials State
acquire
funds for student loans by needed.
of the New Mexico Educational
selling bonds.
Assistance
Foundation
are
currently negotiating with several
Hartke said he is ''trying to get a
But high interest rates have
banks to borrow enough money to
consensus
on how we're going to
buy out the almost $28 million in resulted in a "bad bond market," work" having the foundation buy
Hartke
said.
In
such
a
market,
student loan notes owned by the
bonds can only be sold to investors the loan notes by obtaining
state treasury.
with high interest rates, resulting in
even higher interest rates attached
The loan notes represent the to loans.
amount of money New Mexico
students still owe on their state
Until lower interest rates provide
loans.
a better bond market, the founthe loan notes ''goes back into the
severance tax fund" for general
use, Hartke said.

Manuel Franco

opmtons on the idea from Gov.
Bruce King, appropriate legislative
committees and some of the
legislative leadership.
"I want to make sure the
legislature and the governor know
what's going on," he said.
One reason to bring the concept
before legislators is because ''the
student loan program is not real
popular with some legislators. They
think the state's in a precarious
position here,;' Hartke said.
Hartke said he hopes the
foundation will eventually become
the "primary funding mechanism
for loans to students."

student can qualify for resident
tuition he has to prove he is
financially independent from his
parents.
New Mexico's institutions of
higher education are supported by
the General Fund of the State of
New Mexico. Since non-resident
students (and their families) have
not contributed to the support of
public education in New Mexico,
they are required to pay additional
tuition which more closely
represents the actual cost of their
education.
"The Board became concerned
that 18 and 19 year-olds especially
were living here and spending a
minimum of effort to become a
New Mexico resident," Weaver
said.
"Now when a student applies to
establish New Mexico residency, we
have to see a copy 'lf the front page
of their parents' income tax form to
·see if they are financially independent," he said. ''If they are
supported then they cannot
establish New Mexico residency."
This change will make it tougher
on some students but other changes
made by the board will make it
easier for other students, said
Weaver.
For
example:
Graduate
assistants, employed at least onefourth time (10 hours weekly) shall
be classified as residents for tuition
purposes.
Federal service emJ;!Ioyees and
military personnel who were
residents of New Mexico prior to
entering federal service or the
armed forces may retain their New
Mexico residency while assigned
out of the state so long as they take
no action inconsistent with legal
residence in New Mexico.
Non-resident members of the
armed forces of the United States
(while stationed on active duty
within New Mexico) their spouses,
Cbntinued on page 5

Nader Will Address UNM Tonight

B.ecause the interest on the notes
is currently about 19.5 percent, they
would provide funds for the
foundation to make futut'e loans as
students pay back past loans,
Hartke said.
J'resently, money earned from.

dation has to rely on state appropriations from the State
Severance Tax Permanent Fund,
. Hartke said. Thus,. the foundation
wants to buy the loan notes to help
it become 11 more or 'less selfsufficient" and have more control

ln his own life Ralph Nader rejects all things that Ticketmaster Outlets at $2.50 for students and $4 for
corporations produce - he owns no machines, eats the general public.
As a child in Winsted he had learned from his
no processed foods and shuns money •
Nader, known by many as "the saint of father, a Lebanese immigrant whose intense
citizenry," will speak on e~Citizen Action 11 at the patriotism included a reflexive anger over the inUniversity of New Mexico Popejoy Hall Monday at justices of society, not to trust power. ''Not only to a
child,;' says Nader's father, "do things seem upside
8p.m.
down, if you judge by what is right!' After years
An author and graduate of Princeton and Harvard spent in libraries, and a few stories into the world,
Law School, Nader first came to national attention Nader believed in his bones that corporations were
in 1965 with the publication of his book attacking the by nature, ruthless.
automobile industry, Unsafe at any Speed.
After his discontent with the auto industry - a
Nader inherited his mistrust of power from his
father, a Lebanese immigrant Whose intense discontent which has yet to be satisfied--- he went on
patriotism included a reflexive anger over the in· to evaluate the meat processing. industry, where be
ran into the same corporate jungle. After exhausting
justices of society.
efforts, an amended bill concerning inspection of
His efforts to reform the methods and practices of meats was passed by Congress.
Nader moved on to the Gas artd Oil industry where
big business led to Congress' passage of an amended
bill on inspection of meats for the meat processing he introduced various new regulations concerning
industry. He has also been instrumental in the in- health and safety. During the 70s Nader introduced ·
1
troductiort of new health and safety regulations for his Raider S, thought by many to be quite arrogant;
who were often sent out to initiate new reform in
the gas and oil industry.
Tickets for the lecture, sponsored by the UNM industry from chemical manufacturers such as Union
Speakers Committee and the New Mexico Public Carbide to the mass transit systems in New York
Interest Research Gr.oup, are available at all City.''

Nontraditional Students
Increasing in Number, Age
Linda MeMilth
The University of New Mexico's
nontraditional students may be
proving that "there is education''
after30.
UNM statistics show that since
1973 New Mexico's college
paraticipation rate for students 23
years old and older is above the
natiortal rate. Estimated participation rates for 25- to 29-yearolds rose ISO percent between 1960

and 1979. And estimated participation for 30 to 34-year-olds
rose 250 percent during this period,
according to UNM's 5-year
facilities plan.
In fact, UNM's 5•year facilities
j)lan shows that UNM's non-degree
students ate the only group that has
shown substantial growth since the
mid-1970s.
UNM's enrollment is up 497
students to 22,902, according to
continued on page 7
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PIRG Suffering From Lack of Authority, Funds

by United Press International

A lack of funding and autonomy
for the New Mexico Public Interest
Research Group has kept it from
being as effective as other PIRGs
across the country, a PIRG
organizer said Friday.
Organizer C.B. Pearson, former
member of Colorado PIRG or
"COLPIRG," said Friday he
would advocate NMPI RG obtaining more autonomy from
UNM's student governments and
re-obtaining a "citizenship fee."

AWACS Supporters Egypt's Foreign Minister in Israel
Sought by Reagan
WASHINGTON President
Reagan turns his attention this
week from the world's poor
countries to the most crucial
foreign policy test of his ad·
ministration to date- the AWACS
sales to Saudi Arabia.
The Senate is scheduled to vote
Wednesday on the question of
whether to sell the Saudis $8.5
billion in arms, including five
sophisticated radar surveillance
planes known as A WACS Airborne Warning and Control
Systems.

"cautious but optimistic" about his
chances of winning.
He has blocked out time for
lobbying I 5 senators in two groups
on Monday and Tuesday, and three
more on Wednesday in aclvance of
the scheduled 5 p.m. EST vote,

Reagan's top lieutenants have
argued that rejection of the sale
would be an insult to the Saudis, a
key partner in U,S. foreign policy
plans. They also say rejection could
endanger the security of Israel by
forcing the Saudis to look for their
arms
from someone other than to
The president will wind up weeks
of lobbying with a personal per- . Israel's best friend,
The president said Saturday the
suasion blitz aimed at 18 nominally
economic
meeting in Mexico was a
undecided senators.
"substantial success" and had
The House already has rejected provided him a reminder of the
of
''American
the proposed deal by a 3-1 margin, importance
leadership
in
the
world.''
and if the Senate votes it down, the
deal will be canceled .
He said he had ~ommitted the
Still, Reagan has neve.r flatly said
he will not use emergency powersarguing that the nation's security is
at stake - to send the Saudis the
weaponry and warplanes no matter
what the Senate outcome.
Despite headcounts showlng at
least 51 senators opposed to the
deal, Reagan said he remains

United States to helping the world's
have-nots by helping to nurture new
sources of wealth, rather than
simply
redistributing
existing
plenty.
The president said the Cancun
conference "dealt with hard issues"
and "the exchange was direct,
frank, wide-ranging and free of
recrimination .• ,

TEL AVIV, Israel
Egyptian
Foreign
;';!intster
Kamal Hassan Ali arrhed in
Israel Sunday for a three-day
official visit, the first by an
Egyptian minister si nee the
assassination of Presioent
Anwar Sadat.

"My
presence
here
... reconfirms the determination of the gowmment and
people of Egypt to continue the
peace process to rel!!!h the final
goal of just, lasting and comprehensive peace," Ali said at
BenGurion airport.
He said his \1sit was an
"answer to all those who spread
doubts that the peace was signed
between the leaders of our
countries on1y." Egyptian

President Hosni Mubarak has
ptwged to continue the peace
"ith Israel started by Sadal.

American negotiators continued
their meetings in Tel Aviv in the
talks on Palestinian autonomy.

But in an interview with the
radio, Ali said Egypt
and Israel were still separated by
the dispute over autonomy for
the 1.2 million Palestinian
residents of the occupied West
Bank and Gaza Strip.

The
latest
round
of
discussions was aime<;! at setting
the principles for lhe self-rule
plan called for in the 1978 Camp
David accords for later
presentation at the ministerial

stat~·run

Ali met for two hours with
Defense Minister Ariel Sharon
and reached agreement on an air
route between BenGurion
airport and the southern tip of
the Sinai after Israel's April
1982 final withdrawal from the
desert peninsula, Israel radio
said.
Egyptian,

Israeli

and

NMPIRG was once funded
through_ a $2 refundable citizenship
fee charged to each UNM student.
That fee was absorbed a few years
ago by the ASUNM student
government for general use, increasing the ASUNM fee to $14
from $12.

:cvel.

Ali will meet Monday in
Jerusalem with Prime Minister
Mcnachem Begin and President
Yitzhak Navon. The discussions
are expected to center on the
normalization of relations
between the two countries and
the completion of the Sinai
pullback.

NMPlRG now goes through the
budgetary process and received
$13,000 on the ASUNM budget for
the 1981-82 year.
Pearson said that PI RGs should
publish "self-help" literature, as
NMPIRG does, but should also
lobby local governments and act as
consumer advocates.

Communists Warn Poland Against Strike;
Demand Solidarity Stop Planned Walkout
WARSAW, Poland- Poland's
"The Solidarity leadership is
Communist government warned waging a war against the country's
Sunday it will not tolerate a economy," a government comnationwide strike and demanded munique said. "The strike gun is
that Solidarity call off this week's really put not only to the temple of
general walkout to prevent a the government but also to the
disaster.
temple of the entire society."
But a tiny political party in the
government rejected a party ban on
walkouts and asked that Solidarity
be brought into a government
forum.
ln a dramatic indication that
control of the 10 miilion member
independent union may be slipping
away from Lech Walesa, union
chapter after chapter Saturday
rejected the leadership's appeal to
end unauthorized strikes that have
idled 300,000 workers in 36 of
Poland's4~ provinces.
In addition, a one-hour
nationwide strike
only the
second in the historY of Communist
Poland
was planned lor
Wednesday to protest food
shortages despite a Cornmmunist
Party call for a ban on strikes and

e

NMPIRG is ••weak on the
research/ service side," Pearson
said. "There are vefY few advocacy
organizations on campus, but that
doesn't mean students are

apathetic. It means 'what sort of
vehicles do they have to Jet out their

concerns?'''
The first PIRGs, started .in
Oregon and Minnesota in 1971,
were inspired by consumer advocate Ralph Nader and were
modeled loosely after "Nader's
Raiders," Pearson said. There are
now PIRGs in 22 states on about
170 college campuses, he said.
Pearson, a graduate of the
University of Northern Colorado,
is also in town doing some advance
work for Nader, who will speak at
Popejoy Hall tonight at 8 p.m.
"A PIR,G is a-non-profit, nonpartisan public interest corporation
set up by students .. , and
designed generally to work on state
and local issues," Pearson said,
PIRGs "usc the tools of our
democracy .. , such as the courts,
the legislatures and general
organizing for public support,"
Pearson said. "The advocacy for a
fee for PIRG only comes about
after there's been some sort of
demonstrated democratic support
for it, usually by referendum or a
petition drive in most cases."
Fees are usually used "to hire a
professional staff to give a
P1RG . . • continuity and
professionalism" it cannot have

otherwise because its student
"Autonomy (for NMP]RG), I'm
workers eventually graduate and sure, will be controversial,"
move on, Pearson said. He said, Pearson said. ''In the past, no one
"This model has been very, very W'IS sure if the money was PIRG's
successful."
or student government's."
"Students have the ideas of
Pearson said imposing a
where they want to go but they Jack citizenship fee for NMPIRG on
the
continuity . . . and students would eventually have to
professional tools needed,'' have the approval of the UNM
Pearson said.
Board of Regents.
Pearson pointed to providing
help for tenants to show the difference between a strong PlRG
such as COLP1RG and relatively
weak PIRG such as NMPIRG,
While COLPIRG set up a phonein help service and published
literature on tenants' rights, as
NMPIRG did, it was also able to
help pass a Ia w through the
Colorado Legislature that "the
basic necessities in each house must
be provided for tenants," Pearson
said.
The Board of Directors for
COLPlRG has complete control
over its funds and staff and "can
quickly move," Pearson said.
NMPlRG, meanwhile, is "under
student government," Pearson
said. "NMPlRG won't get funded
if it doesn't work on what it perceives student government wants
NMPIRG to work on.''

"There arc definitely financial
restraints" on NMPIRG now, said
NMPIRG Director Kathleen
Schroeder. "I'm the only nonwork-study employee and 1 only
work part time, 1 would like to go
to the Regents ... and before the
students again."

Among the things NMPIRG is
doing is starting a petition drive
Nov, 9 calling for the renewal of the
Clean Air Act.
Schroeder said NMPIRG is
working with the Clean Air
Coalition on the petition drive and
is hoping to obtain 2500 signatures.
Congressional debate on the Act,
which expired Sept. 30, is expected
"to come to a head in January or
February," Pearson said.
NMPIRG is also "revising our
housing/tenant publication,"
Schroeder said. A Metropolitan
Courr Guide is in its "final stages"
and the NMPIRO staff is working
on a Consumer's Guide to Solar
Energy which will come out this
semester, she said.

Aside from Schroeder, NMPIRG
has a research assist&nt and a office
assistant ancl is run by a fourmember board of directors elected
by the student body.

Pearson said he has seen "an
oscilliating effect" in participation
in PlRGs and "1 personally feel it
(participation in PIRGs) has gone
UP in recent times.''
While PlRGs usually concentrate
on local issues, "PlRGs may work
jointly," Pearson saicl, "like in
renewing the Clean Air Act."

The citizenship fee is "like
having a football team," Pearson
said. "How well would the football
team do if they had a donation

system?''
Pearson said, "If you want an
organization that can lobby in the
Legislature, that can look at
litigation, can organize and be
effective, then you have to think in
terms of a fee system and students
understand that."

"The future for joint work
among western PlRGs is hopeful. I
think there will be more coordination among at least tbe Rocky
Mountain PlRGs," Pearson said.

an announcement Friday that
troops would be sent to towns and
villages to preserve order.
The government, in the communique issued late Saturday with
an official translation made
Sunday, warned that a nationwide
strike would "destroy the economy
and the possibility of an
agreement."
The government, the communique said, "demands the strike
to be stopped in the name of saving
society from its disastrous effects.''
"The responsibility for this rests
on the extremists in Solidarity," it
said in the sternest warning since
Prime Minister Gen. Wojchiech
Jaruzelski who is also defense
minister, was elevated to Communist Party leader last Sunday in a
shakeup.
"Solidarity is applying strike
blackmail regardless of the losses
which will be suffered by all
society," the goverlll11ent said.

Free French Fries
with this coupon and the purchase
of a hamburger ($1.20 or more)
expires 11·1-81

r

2 Pieces Golden Fried Chicken

i

Roll, Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Medium Beverage

1

l

S189 with coupon
Reg. '2 11

Open at
11:00 Daily

Use our convenient drive up windows at
1830 Lomas at Yale
4700 Menaul NE
Expires 11·1·81
5231 Central NW

1
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Other Locations
10015 Central NE
11200 Montgomery NE
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883-1724
3701 San Mateo NE
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(1 block north of Comanche}

UNM Crisis Center- 2 7 7-30 13

_·,.....~

'"~N~\\\W

Rubik's Cube· 3 sizes· all1.95

General Stores
8117 Menual NE

111 Harvard SE
(across from UNM)
266-7709

403 Cordova Rd. West
Santa Fe

The UNIVI Crisis Center · AGORA provides crisis
counseling and is a referral center. Staffed and
operated by trained volunteers, the Crisis Center pro•
vldes confidential, unbiased listening to persons with
problems of sexuality, drug abuse, academic per·
formance,interpersonal relationships or other aspects
of life. It also provides referrals for further information
on specific crisis services such as crime victims ad·
vocacy, professional counseling and emergency
shelter.

NW Corner Mesa Vista Hal!

AGORA

e

We Listen.

I

Free Y2 dozen frozen
bagels! with this coupon
and any purchase.
One per customer. Offer expires 10-26-81.

''Get To Know Us''
Guys $10.00
Gals $12.00

(30'ro off)

Special
"II your hair is not becoming of you.
you should be coming to us"
offer to new customers only
expires 11/30/81
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i.Sabes Ch8vez?
Too many people have no Idea what KUNM Is.
"That's the station that played music from a string
·for five days," is the common ignorant response from
most people.
Granted, KUNM did air Music on a Long Thin Wire
for an entire week in 1979. But those five days typified
the KU NM committment to alternative radio.
Unlike most National Public Radio afilliates that
gravitate to a stuffy classical format, KUNM is an
explosion of radio-activity.
From its humble beginnings in the basement of the
SUB, KU NM has evolved into a top public radio
station. Now it's equipped with modern satellite
facilities that bring live NPR programming. It boasts a
near perfect acoustical studio that is tf1e scene of live
music Saturday afternoons. Its library has upwards of
12,000 records that span all types of musical gGnres. In
short, it's the only alternative radio in town.
The sad fact is we're about to lose it to a middle-of·
the·road jazz and pop station that doesn't offend
anyone - a nice univesity radio station that doesn't
try anything new, doesn't expand Its listeners'
horizons, but just stagnates on the air for 24 hours.
Recently, ASUNM withheld funding from the
station, probably because News Director Diana
Stuller hasn't covered the petty squabbles that are the
trademark of that organization.
But the ASUNM funding is not the real challenge
that faces KUN M.
Over the past year, KUNM has seen some ad·
ministration changes. The radio board that governed
the station was dissolved and the station was placed
under direct supervision of Jon Cooper - he's the
problem.
Cooper probably likes KZZX or KOB·FM and
doesn't see the need for alternative programming. He
invisions a nice univerisity station that people can tune
into without having to think about what's being aired.
After all, listeners don't like to think.
But KUNM has never been the station Cooper
invisions and with any luck and some hard work it
never will be.
KUNM is committed to alternative radio for UNM,
Albuquerque and Northern New Mexico. Each night a
different ':"usical style is explored. Monday is Latino;
Tuesday 1s folk; Wednesday, thP. hhms: Thursday,

MIK&Y! II/HAT
ARE 'rVU {}0/NGHOM&'?

\

jazz; Friday, jazz and rock. Saturday's include folk, live
music by New Mexico musicans, Latino affairs and
muolc, '50's rock-n-roll and soul. Sunday's start with
Gospel, then classical, American Indian, international
and finally jazz.
Between all this variety rest KUNM's most controversial programming - free·form.
Free-form is basically the d.j.'s choice. He or she
can pick from all the records and styles, freely moving
from one to another.
Its critics claim it is jolting and confusing. This
opinion comes from years of brainwashing by commercial radio stations that insist on grading music for
marketability.
KZZX has run television ads with a man pointing to
two stacks of records. "You don't like this music," he
says pointing to the larger stack, "so we'll ne)ler hear
these songs on KZZX." That typifies the attitude of
commerical radio stations. "If it doesn't make money,
it's not worth playing."
This attitude has cheapened music. It's no longer an
art but a commodity.
That is where KUNM parts company with other
staions. It feels it doesn't have the right to withhold
music just because it won't sell. But rather, it plays
music to be enjoyed - not at the record store cash
register, but at the moment the art is unfolding.
When a new listener tunes into KUNM, he notices it
sounds different. You can't sing along with any of the
songs.
But if a person resists the temptation to punch the
button. and.listens to the station awhile, he begins to
a~prec1ate 1t. And eventually, he starts singing along
With Leon Redbone, instead of Donny and Marie or
"Vamos Mujer" instead of "Pina Colada." But rr{ore
importantly, the patient listener is made aware of
some of the best artists who never get on commerical
radio.
A quick turn of the radio nob will indicate the
vacuum of available music KUNM fills. No other
station plays reggae, blue grass, Salsa and countless
other art forms.
It would be a shame to lose a station that caters to
music rather than profit. It would be a crime if it were
lost without people ever realizing it was there.

Letters

Bad Grammer Elicits 'This Here Letter'·
In Response to Geologist's Corrections
Editor:
Hey, ya know, I mean, Robert Lowy's letter about
bad grammar (October 20, 1981) showd me that
geologists had oughta stick to rocks,. If his second

William Dowler, Ben Barreras, Tom Swanson

by Garry Trudeau

Steve Sandoval

by James Chavez

sentence ain't one of them their run-on sentences he
was so hot&bothered about, they're just ain't know
reason to right this here letter.

HliUO,
UNCJE;

H&NRY.

YOU.. YOU
KNOtlf.

\

\

I'M A

BUM,MIK£Y.

I

YOU'Re MY
UNC/-t.

I

Y55. YOU'RE
IN TFtJUBlE.

I'M HIS

\

lli/S

!he goal. of Ills and Pills is to provide basic drug
mformatwn to the community of the University of
New Mexico. It is written by students of the UNM
College of Pharmacy, Drug information is often
controversial, contradictory and is constantlv
changing, Also, no Ills and Pills article should be
used as a sole guide to self-treatment or drug use.

I'VE

BARTr"nca /5 MV

Narcotics

/ "'"''""' Nfij~W·

Over the next few weeks Ills and Pil!s will address
the subject of illidt drugs. Our discussions will focus
on the use of LSD, opium, cocaine, and marijuana.
Today's article will examine the use of narcotics in
contemporary medicine as well as their use for illicit
purposes. The term "narcotic" denotes drugs which
have been obtained from opium or are synthetic
derivitives. Opium is obtained from the unripe
capsule of the poppy Papaver somnijerum which is
grown in Turkey, India, China, Burma and Mexico.
Morphine and codeine are two of the principle
alkaloids which are obtained from opium.
Heroin (diacetylmorphine) and dilaudid are
semi-synthetic narcotics Which are manufactured
by altering the chemicals present in opium. The
synthetic narcotics such as methadone, darvon and
tal win are formulated entirely from chemicals in the
laboratory.
Medicinally narcotics find application in
alleviating pain, control of diarrhea and as cough
suppressants. Narcotics have a tranquili~ing effect
Which aids in diminishing a patient's anxiety and fear
of the pain. For medicinal purposes they are usually

Radio Stance Clarified
Editor:
In response to Rich Ragle's letter of October 23 and in anticipaton
·of other letters of a similar tone, I wish to clarify my position
regarding the current KUNM·FM radio controversy.
My appeal on October 21 to the Student Standards and Grievance
committee makes it 100 percent official. As far as funding for the
remainder of the semester, I have only one of 17votes on the current
Senate. We had expected $41,000 to appropriate during the fall
semester and received only $33,000, which is hardly my mistake.
Nearly one-third of that money has gone to cover ASUNM
governmental growth and budget errors.
As much as I would love to parade my entire case before the Lobo
read~rs~ip, pending judicial considerations prevent my doing so.
Suffice 1t to say that I have constitutional and legal justification for
my actions. These are the same constitution and laws 1am sworn to
uphold as a Senator.
Personal motlv~s? I gain nothing by apppealing this case except
more sleepless mghts, more headcaches, and more enemies, 1
appeal on behalf of 994 students plus myself who voted last spring
to fund KUNM with no stipulations regarding possible
reorganization of the station's structure. If you wish to see the
c~rrent governing board in action, the Universiy Radio Committee
wdl meet Monday, ~ctober 26 at 11 a.m. in the Philosophy
Department. Lounge, f1fth floor of the Humanitites Building.
I thank B1ll Snyder of Speakers Committee, Elvin Romero of the
Elections C.ommission, "Bub" Henry for Homecoming, and other
repr~ent~t1ves of groups for expressing their understanding about
this s1tuat1on. They understand that this matter is about principles
and ethics, rather than politics as Mr. Ragle suggests,
Eric Maddy
ASUNM Senator

Harold Stevens
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Parade of Jazz Styles

with a group jam
at the end of the night.

7605 Central N E
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Mi\tiag/ng Fditor

Persons interested in engineering as a career are invited to "Engineering
Night" Wednesday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the Pete McDavid Honor Lounge
in University Arena.
The event will feature presentations by faculty members from the UNM
College of Engineering, In addition to basic information about
engineering, they will also trace the career histories of some of the college's
former students.
Information will also be provided on programs available as well as
financial aid. The event is also open to parents of interested students.

ThU~.,
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cl!lss posto~ge pnld at_ Albuquwtue, New Mexico B713l.
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Engineering Night Set
For Career Information

'l'ickllts
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!he Ne.w Me~lto Dally Labo ls published Monday tll(Oligt
Frtdaye.,..ery.regulat wttk of the UniversitY Year, weeklyduriiig
closed and fmnls weeKs and wceldy tluring the summer scssiein
b}' the Board or Sl\tdcnt Public;:~tions llf the University Of New

"We wanterl to have a summer
program in German and Ernie took
up the idea enthusiastically,"
Pabisch said. "He has given us his
Blake was nominated for the rooms as classrooms, and made it
award by UNM German professors possible for us to establish it up
Peter Pabisch and George Peters there.''
Pabisch said Blake gets involved
for his work in promoting GermanAmerican relations and the German with the students also. "He teaches
graduate courses in German
Summer School program.
history," he said. "He is an exThe German Summer School ceptional man, as down to earth as
program is co-sponsored by UNM, he is aloft on skis," he said.
the University of Texas at Austin,
The award will be presented to
and the Goethe Institute in Munich, Blake by Rolf Saligmann, acting
West Germany, Students can earn Consul General of the Federal
up to seven undergraduate credit Republic of Germany.
hours and six graduate credit hours
The ceremony will begin at 2:30
from UNM for participating in the p, m. and will be held in the reading
program.
room on the third floor of Ortega
Students and instructors live at HalL

I

\!

j

No, 43

Because addicts oftentimes share their hypodermic
equipment with other addicts they place themselves
at high risk for the development of infections,
hepatitis or blood poisoning. Street drugs are
frequently adulterated with starch talc or quinine,
which may subject the addict to additionai adverse
reactions when they are injected into the veins. The
potency of street drugs is unpredictable; therefore,
the possibility of overdose is always present. The
victim will become stuporous and usually fall asleep.
Symptoms may progress to coma and respiratory
depression. Specific drugs which can antagonize the
effects of the narcotics are available. These antagonists are the mainstay oftreatment for narcotic
overdoses.

Ernie Blake, founder and
director of the Taos Ski Valley, will
be receiving The Cross of the Order
of Merit award, the highest civilian
medal of honor awarded in the
Federal Republic of Germany, at
the University of New Mexico
today.
The a ward is given by the
president of the Federal Republic of
Germany.

Taos Ski Valley for one month, and
they speak, hear, read and write in
German only.
The program is open to students
who have completed tw0 years of
college German.
The German Summer School
program is in its seventh year at the
ski valley.

popeioYBaU

1
I
i
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.381400

All narcotics have the potential for addiction.
Whether or not one becomes addicted will depend
~~on. the drug, the route of administration (orally,
lOJeCtlon), how much of the drug is taken and the
frequency of use. The continued use of narcotics
may lead to the development of tolerance. As a result
the individual must take increasing amounts of the
drug to obtain the same desired effect. If an addict
abstains from the drug withdrawal symptoms will
ensue. Initially, watery eyes 11nd perspiration are
observed. Over time the person becomes restless
irritable and experiences tremors and muscle spasms:

I

l
New Mexico Daily Lobo

taken orally or may be given intramuscularly or
intravenously. As drugs of abuse, narcotics may be
administered in a variety of ways. They may be
smoked, sniffed, injected under the skin
(skin-popping) or they may be placed injected into
a vein (mainlining).

.I

'

ft/h(lt

Award Will Be Given
In UNM Presentation

265-6701

.

. . n Mon.-Sat.
Visit out boX ol15,~30e""',
m. ,bOne
\Oa.m.- · ·
&

-'fhe. Sou\hwest's

Center {or \he 1\ r\s

g
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Arts and Sciences Orientations Planned
For Degree and Requirements Information

-Residency
continued from page 1
and dependent children arc exempt
from non-resident tuition. The
exemption must be applied for and
cligiblity determined each semester
the student attends a New Mexico
public i11stitution,
Part-time student enrolling for

Where can I go if l want information on CLEP General
Examinations?
Testing Division, University
College 2, 277-5345; or Admissions
and Records Office , Scholes Hall
119,277-5166.
Where can I g9 if I want information on transfering credits to
UNM?
Admissions and Records Office,
Scholes Hal1119, 277-6249.
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six hours or less during a regular
semester wlll be charged resident
tuition rutes.
Summer session students will be
charged resident tuition rates.
Other persons and their
de pen dents who provide appropriate evidence of moving into
New Mexico to work full-time,
practice a profession or conduct a
business full-time shall not be
required to complete the 12-month
durational requirement.
Weaver said these changes will
have a much larger effect "on the
traditional student. Especially those
students between the ages of 18 and
23.''
Any student with questions
regarding residency status can pickup a brochure from room !08 in
Scholes Hall.

·.Hot Tubs
for rent by the hour
344·7727
9nm·i1 pm7 days a week

Desiree Thalley
The College of Arts and Sciences
will starting today hold three mass
orientation sessions for all current,
future or interested Arts and
Sciences students, an academic
CO\lnselor said,

6519 '<11h NW

The counselor, Sharon Donahue .• will also be held, she said.
said that during the two-hour
The first two sessions are
sessions, she and academic
scheduled
for today and Thursday
copnselor Diane Rawls will explain
2 p.m. in Mitchell Hall 122,
at
entrance
requirements,
group
requirements, major and minor Donahue said.
requirements and graduation
The last session is scheduled for
;-equirements.
Nov. 2 at 7 p.m. in Biology 139, she
A question and answer period said.

265-5695
CARLISLE AT GIBSON
1611 CARLISLE BLVD. SE
HOURS: MQN.FRl
9:30-5:00

GEICO

THE Gop·c CR!VER COMPANY

The lecture is sponsored by the UNM modern and
classical languages department.

The University of Denver's
Graduate School of Librarianship
and Information Management will
provide information on its program
today in the Student Activities
Center from 9 a.m. to noon and in
the Career Services Center from 1
p.m. to 5 p.m.
Assistant to the Dean for
Admissions from the University of
Denver, Camila A. Chavez, said
she hopes to visit with any minority
students interested in graduate
work in the library and information
science field.
The Student Activities Center is
in the New Mexico Union, across
from the information booth and the
Career Services Center is in Mesa
Vista, Room 2131.

Campus
Briefs
Fair Registration
Set for November
Student
registration
for
ASUNM 's annual Christmas Arts
and Crafts Fair will take place Nov.
2-6. The general public will be able
to register for the fair Nov. 9.
Applications for the fair, to be
held Dec. 3-5, can be picked up in
the ASUNM Crafts Area in the
basement of the Student Union
Building from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
daily- Only New Mexico artists and
craftspeople will be allowed to be in
thefair.
The cost to display crafts on a
table in the SUB Ballroom for all
three days of the fair is $30. The
cost for a hallway table for three
days is $25.
For more information, call the
Crafts Area at277-6544.

Bp.m. POPEJOY HAll- UNIVERSITY Bl NEW MEN/CO

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

Getting lower rates might help

all of Spain's contemporary literary figures,
Her UNM doctoral dissertation concerned the
works of Spanish a!lthor Juan Marse. The Ortega Hall
lecture will be given in English.

Denver School
To Distribute
Information

2B

Rrago.n

Buying auto insurance is no fun

Former UNM Student To Lecture on Spain
A Yale University professor, who received her
doctorate from the University of New Mexico, will
give a free public lecture on Dissident Culture in PostCivil War Spain today at 4 p.m.in the Reading Room
of UNM's Ortega Hall.
Dr. Shirley Managini-Gonzalez has done extensive
research in Spain and she is personally acquainted with

·COv-ered

C.L.R. James Talk
Not To Take Place
The C.L.R. James lecture
scheduled for today at the
University of New Mexico has been
canceled.

Where can l go if I want to resolve a
problem with a faculty member?
Faculty Member Involved or
t>epahment Chairperson or
Instructor's College Dean or Dean
of Stuaents Office, Mesa Vista Hall
11?.'1. 277-3361.

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers

BiH Wechter

Mimicking World Series play, pitcher Drew Richman laughs as batter Teri Bloomer is astounded by
the fastball that wizzed by her. This was one of the skitsperform ed by the two mimes Friday during
the SUB's Noontime Entertainment.

-Nontraditional-------continued from page 1
1981 fall semester statistics.
UNM's Associate Provost fo;
Community Education Alex
Sanchez defines the nontraditional
student as a person who has been
out of school for a number of years
and also may not want to finish in
four years like his younger
counterpart.

Statistics are unavailable on how
many older students get a degree,
but nontraditional students may
finish a degree in I 0 or 20 years or
decide on a two-year associate
degree program, Sanchez said.

offer 10 associate degree programs
and credits are transferrable to
UNM, according to Sanchez.
"The Associate Degree program
is tremendous... In some areas of
employment that's all you need,
Sanchez said. "It provides an
opportunity to get into the job
market with some kind of
credentials .. , a ready-reference if
a student wants to come back to the
university," he said.
UNM 's proposed General
College, approved by the Board of
Regents in July, ·may attract
nontraditional students.
The General College will teach
basic academic skills and offer twoyear associate degrees in electronics, computer programming
and business, according the the July
proposal.
"The program will provide an
entry point for students who have
not followed a college preparation
program and who need a period of
adjustment
to
university-level
areas," Sanchez said.

"Every achievement a student
accomplishes is a measure for
success. You can't say that these
people enter at point X and get a
degree at pointY because that only
catches part of them,'' the associate
provost said.
Sanchez, who came to UNM in
1979, has helped organize two of
UNM's three branch colleges.
, According to Sanchez, the Gallup
Branch College was founded in
TV! would offer vocational
1968, the Los Alamos Branch
College "is in its second year of training needed to earn a degree
operation," ·and the Valencia while UNM would offer th
County Branch College, UNM's educational programs to complete
the degree, according to the
newest, was initiated August.
l'he two-year branch college may proposal. The program would be

At Domino's Pizza we
promise a hot, nutritious
meal delivered in 30
minutes or less. Your
pizza is made with 100%
real dairy cheese, our
own special sauce, and
your choice of items.
Then we deliver it fast-at
no extra charge. Give us
a call ... we deliver!
Fast, Free Dellvery

administered through the Community College.
UNM statistics show that UNM's
Community College Program is
now offering alrnist 300 non-credit
. courses to over 7000 students. The
courses range from business and
finance to arts and crafts.
Statistics also show that the
Community
College students'
average age is 36 and tWo-thirds are
women. Almost 80 percent of
program participants have some
college training and 47 percent have
at least baccalaureate degrees.

3920 Central S.E.
262·1662
Hours:
4:30 • 1:00 Sun.· Thurs.
4:30· 2:00 Fri. & Sat.
Our Superb
Cheese Pizza
12" cheese $4.25
16" cheese $6.15
Additional Items
Pepperoni, Mushrooms,
Ham, Onions, Green Chili,
Green Peppers, Olivers,
Sausage, Ground Beef,
Jalapenos, Extra Cheese,
Extra Thick Crust
12" pizza $.85 per item
16" pizza $1,25 per item

However, not all adult students
are in the non-degree program.
UNM's official statistic> show that
in 1980, 50 percent of UNM's
students are older than 24. And
UNM's six-weeks statistics for 1981
fall semester show that students
averaged 11.9 class hours.
Whether students are 18, the
median age for first-time UNM
students, or 69, the maximum age
recorded for UNM's 1980 undergraduates, learning goes on,
ac~ording to Sanchez.

We use only 100% real
dairy cl'leese.
Our drivers carry
less than $20.00.
Limited delivery area
@1981 DOmino's Pi:u:a. Inc.

"Knowledge is increasing at such
a rapid pace that you have to learn
throughout your life... learning
does not stop with a Ph.D.," he
>aid.

PIRG Survey Revealed Lower Food Prices
Uu)!
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Six N .M. Public Interest
Group volunteers
Research
conducted a price survey
Thursday of certain grocery
products to determine where
students could get the best buys.
Six stores surveyed were:
Farmer's Market, La Monianita
Food
Co·op, Landmark,
Smith's, Safeway and Bag-NSave.

u lus/.99 611»./.99
,73

tar~c

.49

.39

.30

Bag-N·Savc came out on top
with Farmer's Market closely
behind for the products priced,
Vicki Marquez, the NMPIRG
volunteer coordinator said.
Marquez said La Montanita
Food Co-op provides discounts
to co-op members and food
prices depend on the hours of
work members cOrttribute. The
prices given in the survey are not

1.()3

311!s/I.OO
.69

.49
.59

3lbs,/.99
.59 small

indicative of the costs to student
members.
The volunteers who conducted the survey were: Frances
Andazola,
Steve
Earley,
Elizabeth Kern,. Paul Nielsen,
Rod Vanderwall and Marquez.
Marquez said NMPIRG will
conduct the grocery price
surVeys sporadically throughout
the semester.

Sl
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$1.00 off any pizza.
-One coupon per pizza. 1
Expires 11-22-81
I
Fast, Free DeliverY

I
I

I
II

I
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3920 Central S.E.

262·1662
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~IDEO

Arts
-Billie~·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Defender • Galaxian • Pac Man
Play Video Games While You Do Your Laundry
Dry Cleaning-Wash-Dry-Fold
University Coin Laundry
Valid Thru
1 Free game per coupon,
Nocash ••
11·4·81
limit 2 coupons per day
value

1

I
I

.

UCL

2626CentraiSE·
Ph. 265·9914
.
rm; RIVERPRES£NTS

The Magic of Jim Morrison & The Doors

Talkin' Dance With Billie Mahoney
Interview by Cyndy McCrossen
Photos by Chip Simons

tna.11 LOS ANGFlfSON A NAfiOrtAL CONCfRT TOUR

The Refrigerators
liVE A r GRAHAU CENTRAi STATION

Billie Mahoney is currently a
guest artist in residence in the UNM
Theatre Arts Depattment. Besides
teaching jazz and tap dance and
Laban Notation, she Is now
working on her own choreography

Wednesday,
October28
9p.m.
li!~!'l' Sfzl!l/-t!l·!fl,,, ..

COMING lJH'lMf.lR ~; JU t1ntU

r

~···~1,···

'TIIIJil~llid/lll,>;

TJII: ill :.;.Ir:OH f~J'

for the UNM faculty dance
production in November.
Riding around in balloons and
her work at the University keep
Billie pretty busy here in New
Mexico, but the transplant hasn't
rubbed off any of her New York
energy. Her spirit is a refreshing
element in the dance divison. She
also brings with her an ease and
confidence in her art created only

Judson Frondorf

A&S Degree?
come to an

ARTS & SCIENCES
UPDATE MEETING
and get the latest on
•CST
•
•
•
•

Entrance Requirements
Graduation Requirements
Majors & Minors
Special Options & Programs

(3-2 Program, Individualized Majors & Minors, etc.)

Mitchell Hall • Room 122
Mon., Oct. 26, 2:00p.m.
Thurs., Oct. 29, 2:00p.m.
and
Biology, Room 139
Mon., Nov. 2, 7:00p.m.

continued on page 9

UNM's Six Characters' Lacks
More Than Just an Author
Six Characters in
Author

Planning an

by years of experience in the
professional dance world. At first
one might be put off by her
directness and assertiveness, but it
is all well intended. She demands
that her students understand how
their bodies work and learn how to
use them in the least harmful, most
efficient manner. Above all, Billie

S~arch

of an

Unfortunately the duct never
connects and consequently neither
tune is a hit..

It is very disturbing to know the
destinations of each character, and
In Search of Six Characters
these characters are defined bY thier
stories of injustice which were far
The play, Six Characters in too individual. A sad state of afSearch of an Author by Luigi
fairs but no one cared. I'm
Pirandello, is an account of the speaking not as a scholar of
dark
haunting intrusion by six
Pirandello (I've read just a few of
characters without a story, or I his scripts), but as a student who
should say, an unfinished story. has suffered the fits of directors
Now we've got problems, Piranand the incredible confusion and
dello originally had these six joy in the attempt to "act."
characters present themselves at a
rehearsal by actors rehearsing
The student performers are
another Pirandello play. Get it?
young,
but they have worked with a
Anyway, Lou Criss, the director of
of teachers/directors 'and
variety
the production, chose to have his
student actors portray stude1;1t have experienced the reality of both
actors in the rehearsal of Anton warming-up and human reaction.
Chekov's The Cherrv Orchard. I Where was it?
love the premise. I d~. It allows an
And those mirrors! A great idea,
actor or group of actors to examine
themselves as characters and come but why not usc them. Why have
to an understanding of just what mirrors as vehicles of transition
the rehearsal process encompasses. when they're about as useful in the
Too bad. They never even came dark as a rabbit without a hat.
close.
So, we have six grey and
weary characters. They are lost and
C'mon, Lou. Where's that fire, in desperate need of a home, a
the four letter words, trucks driving
structure in which to warm the
through immense dead space? And
how about bumming a cigarette stories that must be told; and W&
have a troupe of actors, selfish
now and then? They're acting notes
enough
to insist on an explanation,
not tears, taking the play too
yet curious enough to allow these
literally and not emparting enough
strangers an opportunity express
emotion. 1 hear two distinct songs,
with the actors humming something their desires and fears. Well I'm
waiting ... let's go! Here we've got a
distant . to the verse of the "
sequence
and an environment to
characters." The point here was to
create an evening of pure theatrical
set up a dramatic interplay between
Pirandello's six characters and the magic and instead get slow ride on a
student characters involved with crowded bus. I'm disappointed but
not disturbed.
their rehearsaL Using the analogy
of two distinct songs, the cast is
Six Characters iri Search of an
separated into the classical ap- Aut/lor can be seen again during the
proach, represented by the six Southwest Theatre Confrence. If
characters and the contemporary, the story is worth telling, it's worth
represented by the Chckov players. hearing.

continued from page 8
dance bl!ckground. You've worked
shows that dance is an art meant to in other areas a/so. Jazz isn 'I where
be enjoyed.
you began, is it?
BM:
When I was 4 years old
CM:
Wei/ Billie, besides the jazz dance didn't exist! I started
balloons, what brought you to doing what you can do in Kansas
NM? You knew Lee Connor, didn't City; tap, ballet and acrobatics vou?
all in one class! Then I became
·llM:
I knew Lee way back- National Champion baton twirler. I
1975,'76. We were both teaching at performed professiona/y in Kansas
Queens College in NY and then he City since I was 14. This was all
left there to come out here. Then I before £ left for New .York. Jazz
got a call from here last November. dance hadn 'I even really begun
The dance director at Juilliard, then. But all the nightclubs I
Martha Hill, got all excited and said performed at in Kansas City had all
"Billie you must go, it's just those real solid jazz musicians
wonderful there." So 1 had to come playing.
The jazz dance that you
to New Mexico. Then we found out CM:
that the dance director at UNM teach is alot different than most of
(Jennifer Predock) was a fanner what's being taught these days.
What difference to you see?
Juilliard student.
Well, jazz to me is an
CM:
Do you go back to BM:
expression. You make a statement
lui/liard after teaching here?
BM:
Yes, my classes resume and it's a medium through which
you communicate. I never really
there January 4th.
CM:
Well, how does UNM's went with the rock era. I like the
department hold up, compared to blues and that good, nice beat. I
like an unheard, underlying beat. I
or her universities?
BM:
I was very impressed with just don't like that hard rock beat;
the level of dance when I came here. to me it doesn't say anything. l
I thought the level was very high really believe in good jazz music. .
So, when did you start
and I was very impressed with the CM:
teaching, Billie?
students' attitude.
1 started teaching when I
CM:
Not with the facilities BM:
was 4 years old! I took my first
though?
BM:
No, they leave a lot to be dance lessons then, so I got all the
desired. But it's the enthusiasm and neighborhood kids together and
desire of the students that exc.ites charged them two cents apiece!
Anytime I learned something I
me.
CM:
A lot of your past students wanted to give it to someone else.
have gone on to be very successful 'Later in New York I started
teaching jazz and professional
in the dance world.
BM:
Well, at Juilliard all the Classes. I was one of the first jazz
dance ~.tudents arc required to take teachers there. Everyone thought
my classes. Laban Notation is you had to be a man to teach jazz,
required for two years. So anyone so I was the first successful female
who has spent their first two years jazz teacher in New York.
at J uilliard has been my student.
Many of them are on Broadway
now and in major companies or
have their own dance companies.
lip
CM:
Your public access TV ·
show, Dance On, highlights well
~erriee
known dancers, some of whom
were students and associates of
yours.
llM:
Yes, it's about people,
United Campus Mlnhtry- TheStudent Christimn
every Tuesday at 12:30 ror Lee•
people who dance. It's possible that Fcllowshlpmeets
tir;;nary Dible snidy, reOection and meditation at fhe
some of my tapes will be shown on United Cnmpu5 Ministries Center, ISO I 'Las Lomas
public access TV here, which just N.E,
Women'~ c~nfer- Anorr;ch Nervosa ant! Bullmla
started last week.
Sel(-'Hdp droup will iltect Tuesday at 1 p.m. at the
CM:
Well, jazz isn't your only, UNMWomen sCenter,1824LaslomasN.E,
1

CM:
What's most important to
you in teaching?
BM:
Communication. Dance is
communication and if you don't
communicate, it's nowhere!
CM:
What bit of advice would
you give an aspiring dancer or any
theatre person?
BM:
You've gotta believe in
yourself and. know what you want
to do and believe that you can do it,
and then go after it. Because I say
you can do anything you want to
do, if you want to badly enough.

And Billie's the best example
around that belief in oneself and
determination can get you
anywhere you want to go [even up
in balloons]! It's motivating to see
someone who so clear(v loves what
sire's doing and is willing to do the
hard work involved. Her classes are

full of hard, sweaty work [as the
students will confirm] but it all
meets with really satisfying results.
She tells her students that jazz is an

urban, street language of
movement. It is American ethnic
dance. "And play it dirty!" she
tells her piano player.

with this coupon

1"aPoR.~v
'Yiell drink
WYOMINC:,

~ t/\o~'\"600\~

293-9363

~----------------~------------~

KaW\\'ie&\

~Trick or Treat with Happy Feetl
We have a huge selection of Halloween
costumes and accessories at prices that
will please all you ghosts and goblins
who are on a budget.

-Make-up - Costume kits
-Wigs
-· Hats
Be the most bewitching witch or
the most gruesome ghoul in
Albuquerque!

~~~~~~~~~
··············································:
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Do you have any Zits?

Denver Paralegal Institute
Will be on campus Nov. nth

e

'l'he UNM Division of Dermatology and the Student Health Center need volunteers
with acne to help determine the effectiveness of a new topical antibiotic treatment.
Patients must be available for exaniiliation every other Saturday morning between
October 24 and January 16,1982.
The final starting dates for this experiment will be O~toher 24·29, Patients should
not be taking antibiotics or corticosteroids.

Contact your placement office
now for an inteNiew

•

FoR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT

A Career In Law
' Approved By The American Bar Asoc.
' Financial ahd Placement Available

Denver Paralegal Institute
call collect 303·623•0237
110815th St. Denver Co. 80202

•
•
•
e
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277-3136

••

e

STUDENT HEALTH CENTER

e

•

ERMA PINoN

••
••
••

•

•••
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Volunteers will be paid a fee.
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THE LAST LECTURE SERIES
presents

Dr. F. Chris Garcia
Dean, Arts and Sciences

"RACE RELATIONS IN NEW MEXICO:
PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE"
Monday, October 26

12 noon
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Sports
Lobos Rally To Beat Aggies
On Late Osborn Touchdown

Lobos in Action - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

Runner Shock Adams
New Me~ico stunned Adan:s State in a men's cross country meet
Saturday m Alamosa, edgmg the defending national NAJA
champions, 33-36, for the team title.
The Lobos got all five scoring runners in the top nine positions to
shock the powerful host team. The top three runners were all Adams
State stars, led by national champion Pat Porter in 24:22, but then
came New Mexico's Ibrahim Kivina in fourth place at 25:07 while
Ibrahim Hussein was fifth in 25:13,
Then Lobos flashed across the finish linein the7-8-9 positions for
the win, with Phil Armijo in 25:40, Greg Keith in 25:41 and George
Atkinson in 25;42.
The victory came just two weeks after UNM and Adams State had
tied in a dual meet in Albuquerque, Following in Saturday's meet
were NM Highlands 96, Adams State-B 114, Western State of
Colorado 117, Southern Colorado 144, UNM-B 181, Adams State-C
!94, and Eastern New Mexico 240.

UNM Sub Ballroom (North)

The LAST LECTURES are a series of which prominent University faculity and staff will be talking as if they were giving the
Last Lecture of their life, Bring your lunch!
sponsored by
Las Lomas Campus Mlmslnos

ASUNM free Oay·Time AC\IVIlles

The Advisory Board
of

13111 Wer:hle1

Volleyballers Top Lumber

Conceptions Southwest

The UNM women's volleyball squad stopped Northern Arizona
University in three straight sets Saturday night in Flagstaff, beating
the Lumberjills 15-8, 15-5, 15-8.
UNM is now 18-15 on the year, with a 3-1 mark against members
of the AlA W Intermountain Conference. They are ranked 20th in
the latest NCAA national poll.
Utah and Brigham Young will challenge the Lobos this weekend at
Johnson Gym.

is now accepting

Applications for
1981-82 Editor
of Conceptions Southwest
(UN M' s Fine Arts/Literary Publication)
All applkdnts must be registered UNM students with some

Women Place at BYU

background in either art or literature. The posilion requires commitment and interest in all areas of art. Hours are flexible, but
<lVCr<•ge bclwcen 10 to 30 hours per week. The position is non·
paying and no <l< ademk trcdit, but lots of praclical experience
<an be gained.
App1i< ations may be pi< ked up in Marron Hall, Room 131
,md mu~t be a<< mnpanied by d re~ume and brief sample of

New Mexico finished fourth in a nine-team field Saturday at the
Brigham Young Autumn Classic cross country meet for women.
California State at Berkeley won with 66 points, followed by BYU
and Montana tied with 87, and New Mexico with 101.
Kristi Rapp led UNM with a tenth place finish and a 19:20 time;
followed by Lisa Mitchell in 19th place and Joan Sterrett in 20th,
both with 19:42 times.
Linda Mitchell was 28th in 19:49, Val Fisher 29th in 19:57, Loretta
Chavez 36th in 20:11, Cynthia Valdez 48th in 20:47, Sylvia Veley
50th in 20:54, and Margaret Metcalf 59th in 21:28. There were 95
runners.
UNM hosts the District Seven qualifying meet Nov. 7 in
Albuquerque.

c n;odHVl" or pertinent work.

For more information, call 277-5656

Deadline is 12 noon, Friday, Nov. 6

Joe CcWdrt'lld

The Lobo defense pounces on the Aggie quarterback during UNM's Saturday night victory over
New Mexico State.

Steve King
The Lobo football team needed a
late touchdown to avoid an upset at
the hands of downstate rival New
Mexico State Aggies in Las Cruces
Saturday night.

Advertising
Sales
The New Mexico Daily Lobo is presently seeking Account
Representatives for its Display Advertising department.
We offer an outstanding opportunity to supplement your
academic education with practical experience in the
Albuquerque job marKet.
You must have:
•
•
•
•
•
•

student status
a strong desire to succeed
a car
prior sales experience (not essential but it helps)
a professional attitude
at least 20 hours per week

lf you fit these requirements, then come by and apply for a sales
position with one of the nation's leading independent student
newspapers.
Contact:

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Business Office
Box20
Alb. N.M. 87131

(505) 277-5656

David Osborn scored the winning
touchdown with a 15-yard quarterback keeper in the final two
minutes of the game for a comefrom-behind 17-13 win.
A shocked crowd of 19,253 at
Aggie Memorial Stadium watched
the Wolfpack march 74 yards in the
final five minutes of the game to
overtake a slim 13-10 margin held
by the Aggies thanks to KerrY
Toggle's 15 yard grab of a Rusty
Griffin pass that put the Aggies in
front.
The key play in the UNM drive
was a 29 yard toss from Osbon\ to
Mark Biren on a third and 25 play
to the NMSU 22 yard line that kept
the hope for a Lobo win alive.
Osborn then ran seven yards to the
15 before his scamper to paydirt
that came with I :37 left in the
game. Pete Parks added the extra
point to make the winning margin.
"With the situation the way it
stood, we didn't think that we
could get it all in one play, but with
all the time I had to throw, Mark
(Biren) cleared and I hit him,''
Osborn said about his key pass in
the fourth period.
New Mexico took a 10-6lead into
the locker room at halftime, thanks
to two scores in the last four
minutes of the first half.
Linebacker Jake Simpson's interception of a Griffin pass led to a
two-yard scoring tote by Osborn
after he had run 11 yards and
passed to Jerry Apodaca for
another 21 that put the Lobos on
the Aggie two
After a NMSU drive stalled, the
Lobos ate up the final three minutes
of the half before Parks kicked a 39
yard field goal with 0:00 showing
on the clock.

New Mexico State's lone first
half score came in the first period
on a 39 yard pass to speedster
Bobby Humphrey from Jamie
McAlister, who started the game at
quarterback before giving way to
Griffin, a Highland High graduate.

Lady Golfers Fifth at Tulsa

UNM Women's Tennis Team's Susanne {(foster battles at the net Saturday during the Lobo Tennis
Invitational.

Tennis Title
To Trinity
Trinity University performed as
expected in the inaugural Lobo
Tennis Invitational for women
Friday and Saturday a~ the Lobo
Tennis Club, easily winning team
honors with titles in both singles
and doubles.
Ranked fifth in the nation last
spring, the Trinity team was led in
the fall outing by All-American
Louise Allen who captured the
singles championship with a 6-3, 61 decision over Arizona State's
Leslie Hewitt, then teamed with
Felicia Rachiatore to beat Sally
Sulentic and Sheryl Tebbutt of
Arizona in the championship
doubles match, 6-4, 6-2.
All UNM players were bounced
out of the bracket before the semifinals.

Featurmg
*FITS
MANY
SMALL
CARS

1&-w..·~\
·one of ihe f1nest
names in mufflers1'

FOREIGN CARS
CUSTOM DUALS
HEAVY DUTY SHOCKS
CUSTOM PIPE BENDING
(7

4600 Central Ave. S.E.
Blocks West of San Mateo Blvd.) .... 266·7824
INDIVIDUALLY OWNED & OPERATED

IN AND OUT IN 30 MINUTES IN MOST CASES

C1C ~·~t!~!~!o!!~.!~!:.!:!.rM II

New Mexico finished fifth in a 16-team field with 948 strokes at
the Nancy Lopez Invitational Golf Tournament in Tulsa over the
weekend. trailing Tulsa's 923, Oklahoma State 927, Texas Christian
930, and Southern Methodist at 939.
Dana Howe was fifth individually with 229, while Susan Sanders
and Kris Monaghan had 239, Sherri Chandler 247 and Debbie
Wright 252.

Coach Joe Morrison was pleased
with the performance of his now 35 Lobos. "I'm just glad to get one
in the win column," he said.
"David did a good job for us
tonight and made the big play when
he had to."
The defense played well once
more as they held the 2-5 Aggies to
under 200 yards on the night.
Frankie
Sedillo's
interference
penalty was one of the few mistakes
!hal they made.
Osborn finished the night
completing 17 of 31 passes for 250
yards, including five to Apodaca
for 110 yards. Mike Carter had 93
yards on 23 to\es io help the Lobo
running game.
UNM now travels to Provo,
Utah, for a WAC encounter with
Brigham Young Saturday afternoon.

College Grid Weekend
w•~EKEND f'OOTBALL RESULTS
New Mexlco(3•5) beat New Meltlco StnLe(2·5), 17·13
Brigham Young (6·2) lost to Wyoll1itlg (5·2), 33·20

Utah(6-1) beal Nevada-Las Vegas(4•3), 69·28
Tcxn~·EI Paso(l-6) beat ColorndoStnic (0•7), 35·29

Hawaii (5-iJ) bcal Siln Diego Siatc{4·2), 28-10
Air FOrce Aco.dcmy-(2.·5) beatOrcgoti, ~{)..10
Texn$ icch (1·6) lost 'to Wnshlrtgton, 14-7
H1.1LI~to11(4•3) beat Arknnsns,20-17
W A<: sr.-.NIJINGS
ht:_ Untldeated llawall, 3-(), still plays UTEP,
BYU &. C'SU while Ulah,2.0,stil1 piays SDSU, UNM,

UW &

nvu. Utnh nut! Hnwali don't piny each other

lhis ~~il.son.
ltd: Tied at .l•l, W)'ilndng still plnys CSU, SDSU,
lHnh & UNM While htlgharn 'Voun~ still plays UNM,

CSU, UH & Utnh.
.5th: Tied at 2-2, NE-W,Mft;XICO !itill p)d.Yi. BYU1
Utnh, csu &- uw whn~ san tlleRo State still nlay~

Ut;h, UW, UTEP& AI'A.

7ih: Tied at 1~4, Air Fomt !itltl play$ SDSU while

1'eltR!ioof:l Paso still plays UH& SDSU.
9th; Co14Jrad41 Slate, 04, sill! piays UW, UYU,
UNM&UH.

1
I

WIN a FREE
HALLOWEEN BALLOON RIDE

1 for you and G friend .from VALE BLOOD PLASffi.A. During the
month of October, new and regular donors alike wHI be
I registered for the drawing each tlme.you donate twice In the
1 same week! (ffi-F)
1
This coupon Is good for S3.00 Md a chance
I
In the drawing for first time donors.

I

I

The LUCKY WINN~R will be announced Fri. Oct. 30

I
I

Valid only with cutrent student or mllltaryi.D.
bplres Oct. 29, 1981
·

I

YALEBLOODPLASMA
122YALESE

l

., ..

L-----------------------------

See us on campus.

Digital representatives from
Colorado Springs Manufacturinf.( & Design Groups
as well as representatives from the Phoenix &
Albuquerque Manufactul'ing facilities
will be on cum pus October 30th
to meet Electrical & Mechanical Engineering Majors &
Business Majors.
for additional information, contact your Placement Offict•.
-

....... ......... ........... .
~

'
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• JUST A SNACK. Sopupfiln wiln hottey .35, Snls~ an !I
chips. 75, Nachos $1.00. Cusa Del Sol in the N~'W
MexlcoSI!ldcnt Union.
lfn
PUNKIN, I!Al'PY IIIRTJIDAY and have a great
Hallow~cn.
10/26
JIICYCU:S WANTED: GOOD 10 ;peec.b,21" frame
prefme<l. Also 19" mixte. Call Bill, 294-4730
evenings.
10126
SINGl."S ONLY .JS a cone sin!!le, .60 for a double,
.75 for a triple. New Mexico Union Ice Cream
!ihoppe.
tfn
t;A"J"ING/WEIGIIT/ALCOHOI. Pr<lblems. Pr.
Goodlive, 110 VassarS.E., 256-1553.
10126
nn: BAHA'I FAil"ll has answers to ypur questions.
Come and hear them at 2:30 in room 230 of the SUB,
Every Wednesday.
10/30
WE'RE DESPERATE! ROADRUNNER Fun is still
here till the end of the month with giveaway prices on
Marron Hall Room 131
new and used skates and cquipntent. Come sec, Inside
8.:00 a.m ,•5:00 p .•
Zapper' at 2214 Central S.E. across front Yale Park.
10/30
Deadline 12:00 Noon
TO DONNA G. Don't eat the ntushrooms. Love,
YELA.
10/2~
JUNIPERS COMMONG.OUT is contming upl.
10/29
QUASIMOI>O, l'YE GOT a hunch you'll rush back
to Happy Feet, 4~2.1 Central N.E. for all your
J0/26
A('('(lltAH: INt'OJtMATION AIIOUT con- Halloween noeds.
truo:~pttun, Merili,ation, abortion. Right to Choose.
IIALLOWE.;N AI!MY GOGGL~:S • $1,00; Air
2'14·0111.
tfn Force shirts • $2.00; Gas Masks from $7,99;
C'OI.Il • A l.i\RGE bowlcf what. Large chile (red or Camout1nge ties. $8.99; Camout1agc Harant pants •
green! Sl 25, !'mole $1.35, llean• .65. Cusa Del !'lot $15.99. Many more Halloween goodies· Kau(mans, a
111 Ute New Mexico Student llniou.
tfn real Army· Navy Store,504 \'ale SU, 256-0000. 10/30
I'IIEGNANCY Tt:STING & COllNSf:l.JNG. Phone l,F.i\HN TO nRAWand paint. Classesspecializl"g In
~47-9&19.
tfn Fng\i1h watcrto lor methods and Manogcn oil
pail1ting mediums. Far inforntaUon and registration
l'ASSI'OIIT ANil lllENTIFICATION photos. 3 for inquire at Pinacothcquc Joe., 333 OSUNANW, 345SfdJO! 1 I owe1t pmes i~ town! hn, plcasillg, near 1330.
11/5
liN"! Call 2(>5·2444 or ~ome to 1717 Girard Ulvd.
N F.
tfn ~:LF.<:T KEI1"H IIUitRIS ASUNM Senator.
11/4
Together, we can be •Binncrs.
ri11i.,1,SE llliHET. {'IlEAl' All yuu can eat. Lunch
$1 .!Mt, >upper $4.50, Sunday Brunch $3.00. Jao·Jao•,, MAKI·: EXTRA MONtY. Feel better, look beuer.
I'Ia,c. 50<)() nntral Ave. S.E.
tfn j;xpcricn~e Shaklee Produm. Vitamins, minerals,
hou•,ehoid. 293·3862.
10/30
C'ONTAC'TS·I'OLISIIING, SOI.l!TIONS t·n,ey
opu.al ( 11mpany on I omas just west of Washington. SONitlSE '81 Fllt:t; October 27-29 Former Denver
tfn Bronco Randy Rich ami Former Houston Oiler Craig
Bradshaw Tuesday Oct. 27 SUU·Ballroom Weds.
\\1-: !lOT IJlSTRJIIll"fOIIS. Prmription eycglm Oct. 28 and Oct. 29 Woodwnrd Hall 7:00pm each
lramc• Cireenwi.;h Vill11ge (! ennon styles), gold
~ight. Live music.
101.29
mnlc" $54.50 (re~ulnr $65.00). Pay less Opticians,
<tK17 \1enaul N.f'., across from Lallcltes.
tfn ULI SQUt:~::t.ABl.E. GRER could squectitl Happy
llirthtlny Sugarplum.
10/26
('Ant: AliOl'T Altl1 ('onceptions Southwest,
t N\1'' fine ar!Siliternry publiClltion, can't exist MATTHEW, \'Oti'RE THE koolest roommate 1
"itl11•ut ~our 111ppur1. Buy 1981 i"ue 54 in Marron couid ha• e "er...,ant~d. Happy Birthday! Oringo.
10126
llall, R<Hint Ill, liNM nookltore, Student
Hnuk"ure, A~A Onllery, !'inc Ans Museun\, Livtng
llntd1. llack i-.ues available $1 in MMron Hall,
Ruom 111
trn
\\'lillER'i· CONCEPIIO!IIS SOUTHWEST is now
u.:•cptlttg literary submtssloM for It< spring 1982 •·ouNn: SET m· K~;ys on mininttlle thong. Near
i'suc. Bnng poetry, fiction. non· fiction, plays, etc. to old Psycill.ccturc Hall. Claim at 131 Marron Hall,
Marrnn Hall, Room 131. All submissions must be
tfn
tvpc<l and have natne, address, phone on each p!«;e, LlGIIT TAN IIACKI'ACK lost In Education
l'ndo'c 'elf-addressed stamped envelope if you wish Building on Wed. Oct •.21. Contents are especially
to lla\C ~our work returned. UNM studonts. faculty, needed. If found p!casecall277-3181..
10/27
'tuff and alumni only. Deadline De<:. 4. No more th~n
fi•~ pieces per writer please.
trn llEWi\RD LOST IN university area. Black and gray
striped female cat, 10 months old, very rriendly, If
SIIOitT OF FUNllS F.nchilada, red or green chile found or have information call243·7251 or 292·1107.
89, big burrito, red or green chile, $1,00, Tostada,
10/30
red or green chili .59 at the Casa del Sol in the New
Mexico Student Union Bldg.
tfn FOUND KEVS ON sntall flip-nop with little mixing
bowl. Claim Room 131 Marrt>n Hall.
trn
COUNT llRA('U LA INVITES you to spend
llullowecn with vampires. bats, and howling dogs, LOST: lli'J)E CAI.CULATOR in Zimmerman
10127
Midnight sh(lw S7 .SO. Also group rates. Reservations Library. Call Harold. 294·6056. Rrward.
LOST: llLUE, llOWN-t'ILLED, Tempco vest,
281-J338 Born Dinner Theatre. Signed "lltacula".
10130 Sentimental value. Reward. If found call 296-8640
evenings.
10126

New Mexico
Daily Lobo
Classified
Advertising
m.

1. Personals

2. Lost & Found

HALLOWEEN?

{'·

FOUNP; DROWN, NYLON d~ffel ~ag, cigatmc
case, green glove, pair o!s~nglasses, small coin p~rse,
tortoise-shell colored. b~rette, man's brown sweater.
Claim ~t Biology, Room 173.
tfn
FOUNlli St;T 01' keys on white plastic key holder.
Three km, Claim at 131 Marron J-la\1,
10/26
FOUNI> I,J), oF of T. Mucci at Grand Laundry.
Next to Cant pus Market, 1416 Orand Ave. Go to the
Laundry to Identify and claim,
10/26
CLi\IM YoUR LOST possessions at Cantpus Police
8100 a.m. to 4:00p.m. daily,
tfn

3. Services
TEENAGERS WILL DO odd jobs • Garage
Cleaning, Painting, Yard work, Babysitting, etc. Call
293-5038 after4;00 p,nt,
10/27
GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS arid rentals,
Marc's Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S.E.
tfn
TYl'ING • STUDENT/BUSIN.ESS work, including
statistical/technical.
Reasonable,
experienced,
contpetent. 296·6299,
IQ/26
PROFESSIONAL TYPING BY English MA/editor,
Vast c~perieoce with dissertations, papers. Editing
available. 266-9550.
I0/27
A· I TYPIST- TERM PAPERS, Resumes299-8970,
10/30
TYPING • THESIS, DISSERTA.TI()N, reports,
statistical, call ANN ITA 299·3781,
10/30
ACCURATE, EXPF.;RIENCED TYPIST; college
work, r¢sumcs, transcribing, 294-0167,
10/30
FORMAl.LY Slli'ARATED OR CONSIDERING
D!VORCE? Here Is legal help most people can afford. You have somcon~ to turn to for guidance in
divorce and separation ntatlers. Uncontested divorce
with property settlemen.l, and children ..$!00.00. J.
Carruth s, Legal Clinic. Court costs additional.
Western Bank, 242-2602 for appointment.
10/JO
HOME TYPING s•;RVJCE by retir~d English
professor, Spelling, grammar, confidentiality
guaranteed, 292-3431,
10/30
TYPING· FAST, ACCURATE reasonable, cassette
ll/13
transcription. 247·2583.
PROHSSIONA I. R~:SUM~:S l6S-!H182,
11/2
ACULEX Mt:ANS LETH:R·P~:RFECT theses and
dissertations with inexpensive. revisi011 through word
processing. 831-3181.
10/26
FINANCIAL AID IS here, see ourad.
10/23
TYPI.RT OFFERS TYPESETIING graphics,
typing, design. Quality you've come to depend on,
Ginger-Carolyn262-1865.10SStanfordS.E. 11/6
EXPE:RT TYPING, REASONABLE rellablercfercnccs, Please call299-62S6 or 299-2676.
I0/30
PROFF.SSION'AL TYI'ING. DONE • ?Scents per
double-spaced page. 898·6118 after Spm.
10/30
TYPERIGIITS,
FAST
PROFESSIONAL,
guaranteed. 26S·S20J.
ll/5
TIIESES, DISSERTATIONS, PROPOSALS edited,
CST Tutoring Jan Grover, 265·6094.
10126
TVI'INGPAPERS,
RESUJIIES. Stored
ntagnctlcally, 247-0300.
11/20
GUITAR INSTRUCTOR, CLASSICAL other styles.
867·31S8.
1116

4. Housing
THE CITADEL-SUPERB locaiion near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. l bedroom
or efficiency, from S20S. All Utilities paid, Deluxe
kitche!l with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swintmlng pool, TV raoin and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 UnlversltyNE. 243•2494. tfn
ENORMOUS, QUIET, 'JWO.BEDROOM furnished
townhouse apt., fireplace, 9 ft. closets, $350, utilities
paid, no pets, children, 247·8724.
tfn

.£
•
.. c
••

ONE BLOCK UNM, 4-bedroom, 2·b.ath furnished
house, 117 Columbia, $450, 268-0525.
10/26
VARSITY QOVSE 141 COLUMBIA, I bedroom,
10/26
furnished ap(, $230. 268-0525,
APi\RTMENT NEAR UNM TVI, I Bdrm. un.
furnished, 8-plex, $!65.00 montiJ, call 242·9158 or
242-7081.
10/26
TWO UNITS: .PIQUANT 1-bedroont apartmen!;
splenetic storefront· each $175, 242·4777, Robert,
)0/27
FEMALE TO SIJARE home, Albuquerque Country
Club t~rea~ nonsmoker; serious_, qUiet envirnme!li,
partially furnished 265·2524. 247-9445.
tfn
ROOl\fMATE 3 HDRM HOUSE Furnished one ntile
west UNM Sl50~nto plus one half utilities 843-6753
10/29
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 (lirard
NE, $185/mo., all utilities paid. FlliiY furnished •
security jocks and laundry facilities. Please call before
6;00 in the evening, 266·8392.
tfn
Wi\LK TO CAMPUS Share nice house with quiet
grad student, $125.00 plus one half utilities. Ca1J277S426 9-4.
10/30
ADULTS ONLY; NO pels. Large two bedroom
furnished apartment. Three blocks from UNM,
Utilities paid $350. 344·7350.
10/30

5. For Sale

~=~CHECK OUT
WILD WEST's
AFTER-TH E-BALLOONFEST
SPECIAlS I
2-for-1 on select strings PLUS
always $1 OFF 6-string guitar,
violin, mandolin sets, etc.; $2 OFF
12·string sets; and $5 OFF boss
sets.
WILD WEST MUSIC
Dealers in new, used &1/u.e~
musical instru~nts,
WE BUY, SELL, TRADE!
200 Central, S.E.

243-2229

~

•
~

ARMY-NAVY GOODS
504 YALESE
256-0000

!

~

~

RAINBOW PLACE CONTINUING sale with real
discounts on gifts, recordings, cards, and boQks.
Worth the trip, 555 Wyoming NE, 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
10/29
AUSTIN IIEALY SrlllTE 1964 rough .shape. Runs,
Restorable. $350.00, View at ISS Chama NE After
5ptn all day Saturday.
10126
TOP OF THt: llne studio infinity .RSB speakers Jm
than one week old $290 retail (Sound Ideas) asking
$250 or best offer call247-3926 anytime.
10/30
rUOToGRAPHIC ~;QUIPMENT IJURST enlarger
$140 dialmaster easel$30 Premier dryer $70 262·0185.
10/26
su~;ut; JACKET FIUNGED, size 36, excellent
condition, $45,()(). After 5, 292·5027.
10/29
1978 KAWASAKI KE175, DP, Good Condition,
$500/bcst offer, 294-7543.
10129
73 V.W. SQBK New Brakes, Clutch, Generator,
Regulator, Good Condition, 73,000 miles, $1400,
266-2129. Rob,
l0/24
us~:u 3 SPEEIJS, One mens one ladies also new
Centurion bicycles on sale Harvard Bike House 137
Harvard SE 255-8808.
J0/28
LADIES 10 SPEt:o Puegot excellent condition,
asking $150.00. For more Information call 898·0499
after4;00,
10128
CLOS~; IN 2 BEDROOM pueblo style, visas, 1925
sq. ft. $8),500 Lh·ing roont, dining room, plus lg,
family roont with woodstove, Low down, Call
Charlotte821-4432, eve. 292·0351.
10/28
1?79 .Ki\WASUKI 250 Dirt-street. motorcycle 4800
mi, 65 mP!!• $890294·8122
10/26
l'ORSCIIE TARGA 911SC. Must sell, excellent
condition. Term negotiable. After 5:30 p.m .. 344·
9642, Terrcsa.
I 0/27
T~:N-SPEED FUJI, 19 inch, perfect condition. Lock,
chain, rack, $200,842-1516, evenings.
10/30
1971 MG MIDGET. Runs great, looks good, 40 mpg,
$1600.265-8294.
10/26
1974 DODGE VAN. Good condition. $1,600.00. 242,
8655,266·8487.
10/26
1978 HONDA HAWK, 400cc• S900 negotiable. Must
sell. 345-8901 (days) or897·2507 for more irt!o. 10/29
WE BOT DISTRIBUTORS Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon styles), gold,
rimless. $54.50 regular S6S.OO Pay Le.s Opticians,
5007 Menaul N.E. across from La Belles,
tfn

able to work Friday and Saturday nights. Must be21
Years oil\. Apply in person, no phone calls, please.
Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas N£i, 5516
Mcnaul NE.
tfn
OVERSEAS JOBS· SUMMf\R/ycar round. ):iurope,
S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields $500·$1200
monthly, Slghts~eing. Free Info. Write IJC !lox 52·
NM·l Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.
11/l
ROCK GUITARIST WANTED. Experience
required. Call277·3692.
10127
NEW COMPi\NY SEEKING manasc•s and
supervisors. Be your own boss, work your own hours.
Good G.P.A. and good income is achievable, We will
train anyone, any age, Cal268·6542.
10/F

7. Travel
WANT TO EARN 3 credits by toudng London or
New YQrk dpring C:hristntas or Spring Break? See 5
shows; "Antadeus", opera, dance Shakespeare7
Some openings on both tours, Call U.N.M, ext. 4322
or 292·7195.
10/30

GLIDER R.IDESI DEMI1NsTRATION Oights $25 •
20 ntlnute OJinimunt, Also sailplane rentals and
student instruction. Valley High Soaring •. 865-5688.
10123
FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOO.KSJIOP and photograph
gallerY Is located one half block front J ohnso~ G~m
utili Cornell S.E. 1-lo!lrs; 11-2:30. Monday. Friday.
Special Order Service,
10126
SPEND
HALLOWEEN
WITH
COUNT
DRACULA. SPECIAL MIDNIGHT SIJOW ONLY
$7,50. Also group rates, Reservations 281-3338llarn
Dinner Theatre.
10/30

9. Las N oticias
TAlll,E TENNIS TOURNAMENT, Oct. 28th, 6
p.m,·9 p.nt. Entry Deadline Oct. 26th. Sign-up nt
SUB Games Area.
10/25
LF.SBIAN', GAYS, BI·S~:XUAI.S: Juniper meets
Tuesday, Oct, 20 aodNov. 3, 8:00p.m. SUB231E.
10126
TUil BAllA 'I FAITH has answers to your questiom.
Conte and hear them at 2;30 in room230 of the SUB.
Every Wednesday.
10!30
"STTl'" JAZZ FUSSION band. Wed. October 28th
12 noon • I pm Sub South Side. Producer Sub
Noontime.
10t28
WATCH FOR FORTliNAT~: for lucky pets with
lo,·ing owners. 298•2753 ask for Bill.
10/26
RAM DASS LECTURE at Woodward Hall,
Tuesday, Nov. 24, 7:30pm. $3.50 at door, advance
tickets $2.50. Buy Now at OP.EN MIND
BOOI(STORE, 2931 Monte Vista NE (open 10- 6)
10130
SONRISE '81 •. REE Oct, 27 • 29 Former Denver
Bronco Randy Rich and Former Houston Oiler Craig
Bradshaw Tues. Oct.l7 SUB Ballroom Weds. Oct28
and Oct. 29 Woodward Hall 7:00pm eath night live
musie.
10129
FUNK AND DISCO dance contest with d.j. Jants
unlimited Friday October 30th in the Subway Statlort,
Valuable cash and album prizes awarded. For more
10/30
information cal277-6492 or277-4506.
HALLOWEEN MASQUERADE DANCE with
street scene and JAMS UNLIMITED. In the SUB·
WAY STATION Sat., Oct. 31$t. Cash prizes for most
original, scariest and funniest costuntes. For more
l0/30
information ca11217·6492 or277-4506.
.1-----~--------·
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New Mexico Daily Lobo

I

~

Tue. Oct. 27 •
~
Noon to One .~-tc
SUB Ballroom ~

Please place the following classified advertisement 1n the New Mex1co Dtu/yLobo
t1mes(s) beginnmg
. under the headrng (circle
one): 1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. Housmg; 5. For
Sate: 6. Employment; 7. Travel; 8. M1sce11ane.ous

I' ART· TIME JOB afternoons and evenlttgs. Mt15t be

8. Miscellaneous

******************

-tc

6. Employment

-· ~·[·

;,~ ·

,ft\

.
. I
r1'.' Special
1

1

2 slices of cheese pizza
for only $1.30

______________
w11l1 coupon<lnly 10126·11/1

127 Harvard SE

'• ol. South ol CL'nlrat

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

1 canvas item

5Goad

9 Arabian garment
12 Sandarac

tree
13 Chaste
14 Hawaiian
wreath
15 Loosen
17 More absurd
19 Extreme
21 Errrnets
22 Sil\1)le
24 Pronoun
25 DeVoured

26 Greek letter
27 Courage
29 State: Abbr.
31 The sun
32 Printer's

measure
33 Diphthong
34 Dry, as Wine
35Artide
36 Sandy waste
38 Shallow ves-

31nnate
4Common-

Answer to Satut·day's Puzzle

place
5 AtxNe
6 Reddish
brOINfl

7 Fortitude
8lan1>rey

9 Straighten
10 Vegetable
11 Ventilates

16 Printer's
measure
18Tardy
'20 Forebodings
22 lableland
23 Short jacket
25 Landed
27 Encounter
28 Blblical
weedS
29Fuel
30 Skin ailment
34 Arachnids
36Facts

37 Builds
39 Goods cast
overboard
41 Unite
42 Dart
43 Region
44 Grain

sel

i7' per word, $1.00 minimum charge

39latvlan coin
40 Scale note
41 Small
amount
42 Heckle
44 Relaxed
46 Constitutional
48Stadium

11< per word per day for fiVe or more consecutive ddys

51 Meadow
52 Things done

Marron Hall.,

.

54 bevefop

55 Sunburn
56 Nulsahce
57 Slave

DOWN
1 Greek letter
2Seaeagle

'

45 Tantalum
symbol
47 Short sleep
49 Negative pre·
fix

50 Reverence

53-Near

I
1I

1
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